EAGLE: Electric Gas Lift
Superior wellhead compressor operation due to
innovative re-engineered package design
With the reliable Ariel© compressor frame at its heart, every other component of the old school
gas compressor package has been redesigned for compressing rich gas at the wellhead.
There never has been a compressor package built like this, nor has one performed as well.

Inspired in the Eagle Ford in 2015 after a troublesome winter of rich gas related downtime, the
operator accepted Encline’s proposal to create an engineered design that addressed all the
factors responsible for this downtime. The resulting design nicknamed the EAGLE was placed
on wells that were too crooked to rodpump, replacing pumping units at the wellhead. Further,
no tanks of any kind were required at the wellsite, with the pumpjacks electric power feed being
repurposed to operate the 75 HP compressor.

These EAGLE’s have been in operation for 6+ years with all original components still in place
(including compressor valves per the operator), with no downtime other than grid power loss,
external ESD’s, and one VFD failure. Since they auto-restart unattended, runtime has
exceeded 99%, partially accounting for these wells outperforming the offset rod pumped wells.
Injection of warm 155°F gas was found to prevent paraffin formation which enhanced plunger
operation. The operator now pairs one compressor with two plunger lifted wells.
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